A goal of metabolic engineering is to take a plant and introduce new or modify existing pathways in a directed and predictable fashion. However, existing data does not provide the necessary level of information to allow for predictive models to be generated. One avenue to reverse engineer the necessary information is to study the genetic control of natural variation in plant primary and secondary metabolism. These studies are showing that any engineering model will have to incorporate information about 1000s of genes in both the nuclear and organellar genome to optimize the function of the introduced pathway. Further, these genes may interact in an unpredictable fashion complicating any engineering approach as it moves from the one or two gene manipulation to higher order stacking efforts. Finally, metabolic engineering may be influenced by a previously unrecognized potential for a plant to measure the metabolites within it. In combination, these observations from natural variation provide a beginning to help improve current efforts at metabolic engineering. Introduction A significant goal of synthetic biology or biological engineering is to take an existant organism and alter it in a directed and predictive fashion to introduce a new phenotype that had not previously existed in that organism. Some of these efforts start with introducing a new metabolic pathway into an organism to provide a better source of a commercially important chemical or to make new chemicals entirely [1] [2] [3] . Other efforts are focused at taking agronomically important traits such as defensive chemicals, nitrogen fixation or perennial growth from one species and transferring these traits into other species that do not contain them [4 ,5,6]. However these efforts while exciting frequently run into great difficulty and for this review article, I will focus on one the potential of using information from natural variation studies to facilitate these efforts for metabolic engineering.
Introduction
A significant goal of synthetic biology or biological engineering is to take an existant organism and alter it in a directed and predictive fashion to introduce a new phenotype that had not previously existed in that organism. Some of these efforts start with introducing a new metabolic pathway into an organism to provide a better source of a commercially important chemical or to make new chemicals entirely [1] [2] [3] . Other efforts are focused at taking agronomically important traits such as defensive chemicals, nitrogen fixation or perennial growth from one species and transferring these traits into other species that do not contain them [4 ,5,6] . However these efforts while exciting frequently run into great difficulty and for this review article, I will focus on one the potential of using information from natural variation studies to facilitate these efforts for metabolic engineering.
To predictively engineer a new metabolic pathway into a plant with optimal efficiency requires a base level of knowledge that likely does not exist to any full level. To generate full predictive ability we would need much deeper understanding of the following questions. First, how many genes within the plant need to be manipulated to facilitate the integration of the new pathway into the organisms metabolic and regulatory network. How do these genes interact, are they solely additive or is there evidence of more complex epistasis that complicates predictive capacity? Finally, are these genes solely in the nuclear genome or is there causal variation also in the organellar genomes? Most efforts to answer these questions focus largely on forward or single-gene reverse genetics approaches which are highly time consuming and difficult to scale up to the necessary level.
An alternative approach to understanding a system is to use the concept of reverse engineering [7, 8] . The goal of reverse engineering is to take a functioning system, say an existing metabolic pathway, and disassemble it to understand how it functions. The need however is to attempt this in a complex highly parallelized manner to decompose the system as much as possible. This requires a method to introduce a large number of perturbations into the system, mix these perturbations and measure the outputs. There are efforts to create massive numbers of mutations in individual lines but these are currently limited to single cell lineages without the creation of different mixes [9] . An alternative approach is to use the polymorphisms/perturbations in metabolism that occur within the diverse natural accessions of any organism. Then recombination and independent assortment provides the necessary mixture of these perturbations in combinations that can be studied using quantitative genetics approaches. Thus, it is possible to use populations containing natural diversity to provide some reverse engineering information for metabolic systems engineering.
This review article will discuss how natural variation studies can inform our attempts to engineer plant metabolic systems with a focus on the influence of variation in the genetic and metabolomic background. This will include a survey of natural variation research showing the influence of genetic background on transgenic engineering attempts. It will then proceed through reverse engineering observations about the number of genes that influence the accumulation of endogenous metabolic pathways, the interaction of these links and where these links are located in the genome.
The role of genetic background in synthetic biology/engineering
There are several major lines of evidence that the genetic background plays a determinant role in controlling the success of any synthetic or forward engineering approach in an organism. First in almost every species tested, introduction of a specific transgene into different natural varieties led to significantly different results in each genotype [10] [11] [12] . This was even when using multiple independent events per background as with mice or Drosophila [10, 11] . In mice, the background determined the epigenetic stability of expression from the transgene [10] . In White clover, a specific transgenic event was outcrossed into a polymorphic population and the background was shown to have quantitative effects leading to a range of function from the transgene [12] . Thus, the genetic background can impact specific transgenes via a multitude of mechanisms. Further, the white clover results shows that while different backgrounds introduce a difficulty in generating predictive function from a transgene, it may be possible to use breeding approaches to optimize a transgenes function. Unfortunately, most studies showing the effect of genetic background upon transgene function are likely not published due to their complexity. This absence of published data is a significant hindrance to developing an understanding of how the background interacts with an introduced transgene.
In addition to the background influencing the function of a specific transgene, there is evidence that transgenes can have differential effects on the organism depending upon the background. Within Drosophila, different backgrounds had different extensions in life-span when having the Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase introduction [11] . Similarly, the overexpression of a secondary metabolite specific transcription factor in Arabidopsis had dramatically different effects depending upon the genetic background. When MYB28 was introduced into the Col-0 background, it was possible to obtain up to 10Â increases in the content of the endogenous glucosinolates without showing significant impact on growth or development of the plant [13, 14] . In contrast, the introduction of a similar MYB28 construct into the Landsberg erecta (Ler) background led to maximally a 3Â induction of glucosinolates and always concomitant with a dramatic stunting of the plants growth and development [15] . This stunting was associated with significant pleiotropic impacts on primary metabolism [15] . This difference in genotypes response to the transgenes was occurring even though Ler and Col-0 start off with similar glucosinolate content and the Col-0 transgenic lines accumulated higher glucosinolate [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . This argues that the stunting is not a simple response to the cost of producing more glucosinolate. If this was the case, then the Col-0 lines would have been stunted. While there are numerous polymorphisms controlling glucosinolates and their regulation between Ler and Col-0, it remains to be tested if any of these influence this differential growth response to the introduction of MYB28 [16, 18] . This variation does highlight the significant potential impact of genetic background on the ability of engineering specific pathways in plants.
Another source of information on the ability of genetic background to affect synthetic biology is the large body of literature on introducing synthetic pathways into new organisms. Over the past decade numerous biochemical pathways have been moved into new organisms that had previously not contained this pathway [1, [19] [20] [21] . A standard part of the protocol for optimizing the expression of the resulting metabolite is to conduct a round of mutagenesis with selection for higher accumulating lines in both bacteria and fungi [1, [19] [20] [21] . The goal of this mutagenesis step is to randomly engineer the genetic background and use selection to identify the lines with better backgrounds. The ability of background modification to increase synthetic pathway efficiency is so effective as to have driven the development of new approaches to speed up this process and link it more directly to the pathway [22, 23] . To date, this approach has been left to random mutation and selection with minimal identification of the background changes to test if there are methods to predict a priori how the background should be manipulated.
In addition to the synthetic introduction of new pathways, the selective pressures of de novo pathway generation during evolution also support the role of background changes in increasing pathway efficiency [24] . The generation of new pathways within species by evolution and selection requires the manipulation of genes to create new enzymes as well as new developmental structures to house these pathways via a variety of mechanisms [24] [25] [26] . An analysis of genetic variation within Arabidopsis showed that there was a high level of genetic diversity within the glucosinolate secondary metabolite pathway which arose within the Brassicales [27, 28] . This secondary metabolite pathway diversity was also linked to elevated diversity in the genes of the sulfur associated pathways [27] . The glucosinolates are a heavy draw on the sulfur pathways. Thus, this linkage suggests that the introduction of the glucosinolate pathway imparted a selective pressure to also alter the background sulfur assimilation and biosynthetic pathways to optimize the secondary metabolite pathway. Thus, natural evolution appears to also manipulate the genetic background when new pathways are evolved.
Genome wide association mapping to reverse engineer the number of gene connections A key aspect of introducing a synthetic pathway into a new organism is how many background genes need to be coordinated to properly integrate the new pathway into the organism's regulatory and metabolic architecture. Natural variation has been used to characterize and clone a number of secondary metabolite pathways within plants [16,29 ,30-32] . More recently the study of natural variation is providing insight into how many connections occur between metabolic pathways and physiological or regulatory processes. These observations are coming from the use of genome wide association (GWA) mapping which utilizes the standing variation present within a natural population. Measuring phenotypes in this same population then allows the researcher to find putative genes where genetic variation correlates with phenotypic variation [33] [34] [35] [36] .
GWA studies have recently begun to be applied to investigating the genetic variation underlying phenotypic variation in both primary and secondary metabolism [37 ,38,39,40 ]. An GWA study of genetic variation in the glucosinolate secondary metabolite pathway present in Arabidopsis thaliana showed that it was possible to identify causal genes with >70% accuracy using a combination of GWA and transcriptomics [37 ,39] . More importantly for systems engineering, this provided a baseline estimate that >1000 genes likely have the ability to influence glucosinolate content at levels that were ecologically and likely economically relevant [37 ,39] . These 1000+ genes were clustered into networks that centered on known (ABA signaling, blue light signaling, herbivory resistance, etc.) and unknown physiological processes. Similar results were found for primary metabolic networks suggesting that this level of connectedness between a metabolic pathway and the plants physiological network is true across most pathways [38] . Thus, while the number of genes to consider is daunting, a solution may be to consider the physiological processes linked to a metabolic pathway as the basis of engineering rather than treating the genes as independent units.
Quantitative trait locus mapping to reverse engineer the shape of metabolic connections
With metabolic pathways showing a high level of connectivity to numerous physiological and regulatory processes, this raises the potential for interactions in genes across these pathways and processes [41] . However, little is known about the style of these interactions, are they largely additive suggesting that they can be readily modeled or predicted. Or alternatively do they show some form of epistasis that complicates modeling and prediction. Comparing epistasis versus additive interactions is largely impossible in GWA studies do to the non-random structure of the populations and instead requires more randomly structured population like recombinant inbred lines [38, 42, 43] . Analysis of secondary metabolite pathways using RILs has shown a high level of epistatic interactions amongst causal genes [29 ,44,45] . This includes genes typically thought of as peripheral to the pathway like those involved in the core circadian clock [46, 47] .
For primary metabolism, the interaction of genes is less clear. A number of metabolomics studies have been done on RILs [29 ,32,48,49,50 ,51] . Some studies find high levels of epistasis while others find mainly additive interactions. One complication to this analysis is that the studies finding mainly additivity typically involve fewer lines than were used in the studies that found epistasis. This difference in power between the studies is more critical because the epistasis typically found for primary metabolism is not pairwise interactions of loci but instead higher-order interactions involving three or more loci leading to large allele specific effects [50 ,51] . The observation of multi-locus epistasis in metabolism is supported by other observations but more work on larger biparental populations needs to be conducted to test if these gene interactions are additive or higher-order epistasis [39, 52, 53] .
The ultimate goal of testing if the 1000+ causal genes is to help guide efforts at computational modeling to improve our power to predictively engineer plant metabolism. Quantitative trait locus mapping with human insight has enabled the characterization and prediction of numerous pathways. And this has lead initiatives to create an automated algorithm which takes the metabolite and genetic data to predict metabolic pathways [45, [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] . However, a direct comparison of computational predictions to empirical pathway evidence showed the none of the current algorithms are sufficient and new approaches need to be developed to enable this automated pathway discovery [59] .
What is the genomic background that needs manipulating?
When considering what parts of the genetic background need to be engineered to optimize the expression of a pathway the focus largely centers upon the genes located within the nuclear genome of a eukaryote. This is partly for technical reasons in that it is harder to manipulate genes within the mitochondria or plastid. However there is also an issue of ascertainment as most mechanistic studies within model systems do not focus on mechanisms encoded within the organellar genomes. This is in contrast to the ecological and evolutionary importance that genetic variation within the organellar genetic background can play [60] . Recent analysis of metabolomic variation within a population segregating for both nuclear and organellar genetic variation showed that the genetic variation within the organelle genome in A. thaliana can cause metabolic variation of a magnitude at least as large if not typically larger than any individual nuclear locus [50 ] . This was true for both primary and secondary metabolism [61] . Interestingly, for primary metabolism a large component of the total variation in their accumulation was due to epistatic interactions between genes in the nucleus and organelle, cytonuclear epistasis [50 ] . The mechanistic basis of these interactions remains to be determined. These observations do suggest that when engineering new metabolic pathways into plants it is equally important to consider the role of variation in both the nuclear and organellar genetic backgrounds. This cytonuclear epistasis also suggests that placing pathways into the organelle does not insulate them from variation in the nuclear background.
What about the engineered metabolite?
When engineering a new metabolite into a plant or modifying a metabolite already existant in the plant, the effort typically assumes, consciously or sub-consciously, that the metabolite itself is relatively inert beyond the cost of its production and storage. In some instances, the potential for toxicity is considered [5, [62] [63] [64] . However, vary rarely is the potential for the organism to directly perceive the engineered metabolite and cause regulatory disruption of metabolic network considered. This is in spite of the significant and broad evidence of chemicals to be sensed and cause both transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulatory changes. Studies of quantitative trait loci within A. thaliana that influence the circadian clock has recently lead to the observation that genetic polymorphisms within the glucosinolate secondary metabolite pathway can alter the oscillatory behavior of the circadian clock [46] . The study showed that this link was not a pleiotropic result of altered sulfur assimilation affecting the clock but instead a potential direct effect of one of the glucosinolate metabolites. Other studies have also come across evidence that glucosinolates might have regulatory properties within Arabidopsis and other plants [47, 65, 66] . Further, the rapid explosion of new regulatory metabolites for diverse processes within plants suggests that we should consider the likely potential that any chemical introduced into a plant may be sensed and cause regulatory changes within the plant itself [67] [68] [69] 70 ]. Thus, part of any manipulation of the genetic background may have to involve removing the plants perception of the introduced compound or its precursors.
Conclusions and future perspectives
Future efforts at engineering of plant metabolism via synthetic biology will have to begin moving beyond current models of metabolic regulation and toward more integrative models involving vastly more links than had been previously considered (Figure 1 ). This will likely go a long ways toward developing more predictive engineering efforts. This will however require new approaches to simultaneously modify dozens to 100s of background genes in both the nucleus and organelles within multicellular plants. A broad survey to identify how many metabolites can be sensed for transcriptional or other regulatory responses in a plant is a key component to develop any predictive engineering system. Additionally, this will require new approaches to measure and develop a theoretical framework for how polymorphisms in this number of genes can function together to generate a diverse array of output metabolite phenotypes. Current models rarely progress beyond 10 genes while empirical assessment of gene interactions rarely go above five genes. The effort of developing cohesive models of how a full multi-cellular eukaryotic system integrates to coordinate a single phenotype is an important avenue forward that will greatly illuminate both the study of natural variation as well as to reverse engineer a more predictive synthetic biology framework.
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